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How would you react if your first great love died? Would you get lost in the past? Or
would you embrace your present and future? When Maggie Fairway finds out Jane—her
first great love—has passed away, she quickly becomes caught up in memories of their
short yet passionate time together and loses sight of the present—the wonderful life she
shares with her wife Jo and their children. Can Maggie let go of the past before it
irrevocably damages their relationship? (Part of Never Too Late - a collection of nine
stories featuring LGBTQIA characters over the age of fifty)
When Evelyn Dooley married her high-school sweetheart, James, she thought she was
set for life. Now she’s twenty-eight, single, and fleeing to Dublin from her hometown to
avoid the gossip surrounding their break-up. And all because of a test-your-relationship
board game. This was not in her five-year plan. Then a chance encounter with
gorgeous musician Danny leads to an unlikely friendship, and soon the pair are running
music nights together in one of the oldest pubs in Dublin. For the first time Evelyn is
following her dreams rather than someone else’s – and sparks are beginning to fly
between her and Danny...But when her savings run out and home beckons, Evelyn has
to choose. The safe, comfortable life she left behind, or a new adventure with Danny?
Will Evelyn flee back to the familiarity of her ex, or reach for the stars and take a leap
into the unknown?"--Back cover.
A traumatic event near the end of the summer has a devastating effect on Melinda's
freshman year in high school.
This is Bob Turney's original book about how he gave up a life of crime and became a
beacon of the penal reform movement (he also wrote 'Wanted' and 'Going Straight'
(with Angela Devlin) - that has been an inspiration to thousands of people faced with
disadvantages and obstacles in their lives. Bob frequently visits the USA where he has
been in demand as a public speaker with his messages of hope.
These bizarre bedtime stories range from sacrilege to Scandinavian myth, from prison
dykes to Victoriana to mermaids to the devil herself.
"How will you ever meet new people or god forbid fall in love if you don't let people in?"
The wise words of Misha's best friend, the one and only person she has in her life.
Misha an uncaring, unfeeling and hard-hearted 20year old University student believes
herself to be invisible. Nobody likes her or talks to her, her social status in non-existent
as well as her love life. However unbeknown to Misha there is one exception to her
invisible state and her tough and unbreakable attitude, Jake Nash. Jake Nash a sexy
party-going, womanising, emotionally inept football jock, transfers to Misha's University
to give himself a fresh new start in life. Although there is sexual attraction on Misha's
part she knows Jake's reputation and his bad boy ways. She will never allow herself to
be sucked into his good looks and easy going attitude, she knows the real Jake Nash.
Or does she? What happens when their pasts meet their present? Can Misha and Jake
build a relationship when they are both stubborn and hard-headed? Can Misha finally
let the walls around her heart break away and allow someone else into her life? Note:
This book is recommended for adult readers, it contains graphic language and sexual
situations.
Through It All I’m Still Standing is a story about experiencing love, trials, tribulations,
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abuse, loss, strength, endurance, faith, triumphs, and deliverance. It’s about feeling
like all hope is lost but remembering to have faith because there is a God that will cover
you and see you through—remembering that he will make a way out of no way as long
as you are patient and have faith. It might not be when you want it, but he is always on
time. I share similar personal experiences of surviving several challenges, including
marriage, divorce, cancer, loss of loved ones, and more. Through It All I’m Still
Standing is a self-help book that aims to bring awareness to mental illnesses, such as
depression, PTSD, anxiety, and narcissistic personality disorder. I also wanted to
discuss the many forms of abuse that are sometimes minimized but are just as bad as
any other form of abuse, such as emotional, verbal, and financial abuse. My hope is to
help people in similar situations and their families to deal with the effects of the
unfortunate phenomena. My goal is to banish the misconceptions of mental health and
to overcome the stigma of it as well as seeking the help needed. This book is designed
to give hope from the first sight, with the use of the yellow lotus flower on the book
cover symbolizing personal growth. The yellow lotus is an analogy of how it grows in
deep mud, far away from the sun, but eventually reaches the light and becomes the
most beautiful flower ever. Never allow anyone to ever make you feel less than. Always
know your worth and practice more self-love. Through It All I’m Still Standing, and you
will too!

It’s been three months since the events that transpired in Nimbus. Three months
in which Sam, Sean, and Elise have tried to get over the nightmare that wanted
to kill them; the same nightmare that ended the lives of those they loved. Now,
time is up—somewhere else is calling them; somewhere else desires to test their
strength. A new place beckons for Elise to learn its ways. It pleads for Sam not to
shy away from the horrors he may experience. It begs Sean to show his strength
when he least believes he can. And the longer they wait, the stronger the call
becomes; the more it dares to make them suffer until they find and answer it. In
Halcyon, Sam, Elise, and Sean search for a new world, a new home by leaving
everything they’ve ever known behind. With no clue what lies ahead, will they
discover a new society and a new way of living, or will their haunted pasts catch
up with them?
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of
Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help
sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
PVG Personality Volume 1 of a 2-volume set features nearly 60 of Elton's
complete catalog, including: Bennie and the Jets * The Bitch Is Back * Blue Eyes
* Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Candle in the Wind 1997
* Circle of Life * Club at the End of the Street * Crocodile Rock * Daniel * Don't
Go Breaking My Heart * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Funeral for a Friend
* Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * Honky Cat * I Guess That's Why They Call It the
Blues * I'm Still Standing * Little Jeannie * and more.
Play all of your favourite Elton John tunes! These easy piano arrangements of 24
hits from Elton John are complete with background notes, and playing hints and
tips.
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A Korean-American girl travels to Seoul in hopes of debuting in a girl group at the
same K-pop company behind the most popular boy band on the planet, in this
romantic coming-of-age novel perfect for K-pop fans everywhere! Candace Park
knows a lot about playing a role. For most of her life, she's been playing the role
of the quiet Korean-American girl who takes advanced classes and plays a
classical instrument, keeping her love of K-pop to herself. But she has a secret
that she's been keeping from the world: she can sing. Like, really sing. So when
Candace enters a global audition held by the biggest K-pop label in the world,
she doesn't expect to actually win. And convincing her parents to go against
everything they believe in is nothing compared to what's next. Under the strict
supervision of her instructors at the label's headquarters in Seoul, South Korea,
Candace must hone her performance skills to within an inch of her life, learn to
fluently speak Korean, and navigate the complex hierarchies of her teammates.
And the number-one rule? NO DATING - which proves almost impossible after
she meets superstar idol One.J and fellow Korean-American trainee YoungBae.
And when Candace finds herself in the middle of an international K-pop scandal,
she must decide whether a spot in the most hyped K-pop girl group of all time is
really worth risking everything ...
In I’m Still Standing, Mel Carnegie vividly recounts how she has fought adversity
since childhood, beginning with the death of her father when she was just four
years old and culminating with the discovery that her ten-year marriage had been
nothing but a sham. She now believes that the man she called her soulmate was
a sociopath.Sociopaths, or psychopaths as they are also known, live and breathe
among us. They have no conscious. No empathy. No remorse. And there is no
easy way to tell them apart from other people. Sociopaths are expert
manipulators, and they are real – not just the fantasy of some Hollywood
filmmaker. They look normal and they sound normal. Typically they come across
as being charming, charismatic and the life and soul of the party. But underneath
the mask they are nothing but predators, searching for people and situations that
will give them their next ‘hit’ whatever that might be – money, status, sex, a
façade of credibility… They see other people as nothing more than providers, who
usually don’t notice what they’re doing until it’s too late. Leaving trails of chaos,
confusion and destruction behind them, they’ll simply move straight on to their
next willing target without even a backwards glance. When Mel discovered the
truth about the man she called her soulmate, she pulled on all her life
experiences to make sense of an unimaginable mess and fight her way back to
life and to ultimate victory. Here she shares her journey with candid and often
brutal honesty in the hope that she can help others recognise and escape the
clutches of emotional abuse. This is her heart-rending and ultimately inspirational
story.
I'm Still Standing is a novel about one woman's journey through life's
disappointments, challenges and cruelties. She learns that with every
disappointment there is a cause to celebrate, for every challenge there is a relief
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of success and for all life's cruelties there is a promise of hope for brighter days
to come.
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Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
When a handsome cowboy rescues Susan Blake from drowning, her life changes forever.
Branch Durham, a tall, sexy, Texas cowboy is way out of her league, but when he invites her to
lunch, she jumps at the chance of getting to know him better, but a hurricane is approaching
fast. With every exit road blocked, she takes Branch up on his offer of a safe haven to ride out
the storm. The woman Branch found on the beach intrigues him. Susie is fiercely independent,
a little clumsy, and naïve, but she has no idea he is a Country and Western megastar with a
ranch and oil fields in Texas. Being with her is refreshing, and for once, he can be himself
without perpetuating his bad boy image. As the hurricane intensifies turning the area into
Armageddon, Susie’s dream of a new career managing her father’s condominium complex is
shattered. She realizes she has no place to go and her future has blown away with the
building. With communication non-existent and only an old Indian motorcycle for transport,
Branch must face danger to get her to safety then convince her to go with him to his ranch in
Texas. He might save Susie but when she discovers his true identity, will he lose the love he
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has searched for all his life? PUBLISHER NOTE: Erotic Cowboy Romance. A full-length novel
of 62,430 words.
Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
"Prahlad was born on a former plantation in Virginia in 1954. This memoir ... is his story ...
Rooted in black folklore and cultural ambience, and offering new perspectives on autism and
more, [his book intends to] inspire and delight readers and deepen our understanding of the
marginal spaces of human existence"--Amazon.com.
Shontel D. Hightower is a poet that keeps it real while loving the Lord at the same time. This is
her first published book of Christian poetry. Shontel D. Hightower is currently taken biblical
classes at Global University. She loves to pray. Shontel is an only child and dedicate this book
to her late mother Esselyn D. Hightower/Murray (RIP) she is a mentor to many young women
in the Lord. While growing up without a mother she continued to press her way. So as you sit
back in read these poems that are inspired by the Lord you will feel Shontel's passion that she
has for the lover of her soul Jesus Christ.
Henry Hofstadter doesn’t date. When he needs to get laid, he drives out of town, does the
deed, and goes home. Maybe ten years ago he’d’ve mocked a guy who preferred canine
company to another man’s, but these days his mutt Coco is his best friend and the highlight of
his week is hanging out with his nephew. He doesn’t believe in happy endings. And no fairy
tale ever began Once upon a time, an arrogant jackass blew me in the storeroom of a lousy
club. Math McKinney’s got a lot on his mind. He used to be a charming guy with a little bit of
substance; these days he feels more like the guy still standing when everything around him is
a smoking ruin. His ex is out of the country for the next year, his daughter thinks she’s his son,
and his co-chair on the Committee for the Preservation of Community apparently hates him for,
let’s be clear, no apparent reason. (Because that BJ was magnificent. MAGNIFICENT.)
Neither of them is looking for a boyfriend. Hell, neither of them is even looking for a one night
stand. Yet somehow they keep ending up together and dammed if it doesn’t seem like that’s
a sign. Except…fairy tales are for children. Aren’t they?
This collection features 15 of Elton's all-time greatest hits in piano tab; a color coded, easy
interpretation of piano music that requires little training. The piano tabs display right and lefthand fingering numbers with red and blue note letters. Elton John - Easy to Read Visual Sheet
Music with Letters is a method of learning featuring unique color-coded illustrations of sheet
music. The most remarkable feature about this method is that it modifies standard sheet music
and uses letters instead of note symbols. Those who want to play the piano can learn in a
much easier and more visual way. If you're a visual learner, intimidated with the complexities of
reading standard piano sheet music, and want an additional tool to learn an Elton John song
this book is for you. 15 of Elton John's very best, including: Can You Feel the Love Tonight *
Saturday Night's Alright * Your Song * Take Me to The Pilot * Border Song * Tiny Dancer *
Rocket Man * Bennie And the Jets * Crocodile Rock * Candle in the Wind * Don't Go Breaking
My Heart * Daniel * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues
and I'm Still Standing. This method of tablature is particularly helpful for piano beginners, and
for those who want to learn new songs every once in a while. PlayPianoByLetters.com is an
interesting and fun way for musicians to play well-known songs on the piano.
'Absolutely fantastic!... I cannot recommend this book enough!!' Stardust Book Reviews, 5
stars When Evelyn Dooley married her high-school sweetheart, James, she thought she was
set for life. Now she's twenty-eight, single, and fleeing to Dublin from her hometown to avoid
the gossip surrounding their break-up. And all because of a test-your-relationship board game.
This was not in her five-year plan. Then a chance encounter with gorgeous musician Danny
leads to an unlikely friendship, and soon the pair are running music nights together in one of
the oldest pubs in Dublin. For the first time Evelyn is following her dreams rather than someone
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else's - and sparks are beginning to fly between her and Danny... But when her savings run out
and home beckons, Evelyn has to choose. The safe, comfortable life she left behind, or a new
adventure with Danny? Will Evelyn flee back to the familiarity of her ex, or reach for the stars
and take a leap into the unknown? A laugh-out-loud, feel-good story of friendship, second
chances, and romance, perfect for fans of Mhairi McFarlane, Lindsey Kelk and Marian Keyes.
Life is a lesson. Unconscious life experiences teach us lessons every day and we need to
learn from those lessons. Whatever experience I am going through I need to maintain myself
worth. My life experiences and struggles may cause society to perceive myself worth
indifferent but I know who I am, and with that being said there is no room for inferiority by
others. Others may be confused about their perception of me but I know I am beautiful and
fearlessly made. Everyone must feel appreciated and valued. However, there is a catch to
developing self worth, inner peace, and joy in order to become an individual with purpose.
Having someone tare down your character by being ridiculed within your own race confirms
that we need healing from slavery.
I'm Still StandingAn uplifting and funny romantic comedyBookoutureI'm Still StandingA Feel
Good, Laugh Out Loud Romantic Comedy
Are you on the verge of giving up on your marriage, your children, or even your life by
contemplating suicide? Are you tired of feeling hopeless and defeated? Or do you simply want
to progress in life? If so, I'm Still Standing: How to Live a Life of Victory is for you! We all have
goals that we want to achieve, like happy marriages and financial success, but we know the
enemy wants to steal our joy and peace in the process, doing his best to keep us from
reaching these goals, which makes us tired and weary. Our Almighty God didn't design us to
lose to our enemies or life's circumstances. We are saints of the Most High. God has equipped
us to win every battle that comes our way. This inspiring and encouraging book will explain to
you in practical ways how to overcome the obstacles you face, the so-called Egypts of our
lives. God has given you favor to achieve your various duties and power to have joy and peace
in your life's trials. Never give up. You can live a life of victory! At the end of the day, you will be
able to say I'm Still Standing. Edward Gallegos lives with his wife, Joy, and two children, in
Madera, California, and is the senior pastor of Good News Ministries. Visit his Web site at
http://www.goodnewsmadera.com.
Being a teenager can be really difficult at the best of times. All Raewyn wanted to do was eat
and sleep. Everything seemed to irritate her and she felt completely alone. Now grown up, she
can look back at those years. The downward spiral had started with the death of her
grandfather when she was twelve years old. Around him, she had felt safe, was safe. Now
without her safety net, Raewyn began to unravel the mystery to her insecurities and
depression. Dreams that haunted her revealed deep memories of a family member sexually
abusing her. Although sharing the painful past with her parents, it is only at seventeen that she
begins the journey to recovery by making a formal complaint to the police. This is a true story
of standing tall in the face of betrayal, disbelief and self-realisation. Raewyn Inder lives in New
Zealand. "I wanted to be able to reach out to young people who may only just be starting the
process of healing from sexual abuse." Publisher's website: http:
//sbprabooks.com/RaewynInder
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The unofficial sequel to Catcher in the Rye! The book Bret Easton Ellis never wished he
wrote!
A pocket-sized collection of Elton John songs presented in chord songbook format, with
guitar chords boxes, complete lyrics and a tuning/playing guide. Songs from 1969 right
up to 2011.
Shares the story of how the author went from an average adolescent to being the
stylish leader of a thriving congregation and ministering to celebrities, along with advice
for Christians to maintain their faith in an often ungodly world.
Lorne Gregory was on top of the world the day she married Jamie Jones. But within
weeks of their marriage, it became painfully obvious that something was wrong.
Believing deeply in her vow to love and support him for better or worse, Lorne pulls out
all the stops as she attempts to save her marriage. When she discovers the true extent
of Jamie’s double life, Lorne must make a choice: herself or a man who doesn’t
deserve her. With God’s help, Lorne finds the courage and strength to persevere.
Despite the heartbreak, disappointment, brokenness, and betrayal, she navigates her
way to joy and peace. As she searches for hope and redemption, Lorne learns the true
power of prayer ... and of God’s saving grace. I’m Still Standing is an intimate journey
through Lorne Gregory’s life, a poignant story of how God guides her from a place of
brokenness to one of restoration.
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